
English 11 Honors 
Unit III: Aventures in Globalization 
The Research Paper 
 
If our work throughout this unit has taught us anything, it 
is that the process of globalization is a complicated one 
that affects many people all over the globe, some positively 
and some negatively.  Our goal by the end of the unit is to 
compose a 4-6 page research paper that allows us to 
critically examine these “winners” and “losers,” allowing 
our own voices to guide a conversation about a specific 
aspect of globalization’s political, cultural, and/or 
economic factors. 
 
To successfully write this paper, we should first consider 
our work with evolving thesis statements in the The Great 
Gatbsy definition essay.  Remember that?  We also want to 
keep in mind the sources-in-dialogue work that we 
completed in the No Exit take-home test.  Remember that?  
This research paper will combine both of these traits. Yay! 
 
The Assignment: 
Using your independent reading selection as your primary 
source, identify a central dilemma brought up in your text.  
This dilemma should be a result of globalization.  Then, 
research this dilemma and locate several (reliable) sources that also comment on it.  When finished, 
compose a 4-6 page research paper that provides a comprehensive look at this issue from multiple 
perspectives, with your own voice acting as the guide in the discussion. 
 
The paper should also contain an evolving thesis.  This means that your claim at the start of your 
essay will invite the viewer to consider a certain perspective on your issue.  As each new piece of 
evidence is engaged, though, your claim will evolve to account for it.  By the end of you paper, your 
(new) thesis will fully account for all of the information you have included throughout your paper, a 
claim you could not have made at the start of your paper prior to engaging all of your research.  
 

The best paper will: 

 Treat the independent reading book as a central source, relying most heavily on it when 
“conversing” with other sources 

 Engage several other sources (5 or more), all of which are reliable and represent a wide 
variety of voices 

 Demonstrate a mastery of all sources brought into the “conversation” of the paper 

 Carefully construct an organized outline of the paper prior to writing it 

 Obey MLA citation rules throughout the paper and works cited page 

 Use transitions as points of analysis 

 Demonstrate strong connection between thesis statements, topic sentences, evidence, 
analysis, and clarifying statements 

  
 



English 11 Honors 
Unit III: Aventures in Globalization 
The Research Paper – A Final Checklist 
 
Below is a checklist for you to consider when working toward your final draft.  Research papers 
require more revision than other kinds of essays.  If your only experience with “revision” so far has 
been running spell-check, this experience may be a little more frustrating than what you’re used to.  
Don’t sweat it!  By the end, your paper will be better for it.    
 

Consider the following as you continue to revise: 

Research 
 Sources should be authoritative – remember, especially, what you’ve learned about evaluating 

electronic sources 

 Include a variety of kinds of sources – five or more 

 Paraphrase facts, examples, statistics, specific incidents, etc: anything that does NOT need to 
kept in its original language. Rewrite the original in your own words, retaining the essential facts 
and tone of the original, but don’t forget to CITE! 

 Quote only important things said by experts on your problem.  Always acknowledge who said 
what you are quoting with an authorial transition (i.e., Jimmy McMillan then gestured to the 
ceiling and exclaimed “The rent is too damn high!”). Quotes should be no more than 10% of the 
paper, and may not be necessary at all.  

 Parenthetical citations should follow author/page format – (Johnson 4); no comma is 
necessary.  Word of warning – this tipsheet cannot possibly substitute for the entire MLA.  
MLA does offer a variety of ways to more specifically locate information in electronic sources, 
and in college you would be held accountable for these.  

 If the author of a resource is included in the sentence, it is not necessary to also include his/her 
name parenthetically at the end of the sentence (but still include page numbers) 

 Citations usually come at the end of the sentence; a long sentence that begins with information 
and continues with analysis may include the citation at a natural break within the sentence (i.e., a 
comma) 
 

Paragraphs 
 Avoid summarizing information that doesn’t directly relate to your issue; always stay focused on 

your thesis, using a clarifying statement at the end of each paragraph/body section to evolve the 
thesis forward 

 Present specific examples, then make sure to explain the relationship between your research and 
the point of your essay 

 Be sure to balance research and analysis 

 Analysis can come before a fact is included (by making a statement of what it shows and then 
using the fact as evidence) or after (by clarifying importance, explaining how it fits your thesis, 
etc.) 

 If several sentences of research come from one source, begin the presentation of the information 
by indicating the source from which it came 

 Try to mix sources within paragraphs – avoid having each paragraph coming from one 
source! This seriously impairs the conversational aspect of the assignment. 

 


